Follow Spot
Booth
BOOTH RAIL
3 CAT
BALC R
FAR BOX R
Pit Has Adjustable Height via motor.
NOTE:
AUDIO
AUDIO
1 CAT
DS Foldback JF80
D&B Y Subs (4)
WEIGHT TRIM LINE
PLASTER LINE
deck pointed off stage horn
RCF C5212L Pair: one
22'10"
1'4"
2'
1' 9.5"
3' 2.5"
GRID Z-TEK
27 FULL
4
3' 11"
25'
20 FULL
6
4'7"
1E
8' 10.5"
ORCHESTRA CLOUDS
STORAGE POSITION
MOTORIZED ACOUSTIC CLOUDS #1
W1
8' 10.5"
ORCHESTRA CLOUDS
STORAGE POSITION
MOTORIZED ACOUSTIC CLOUDS #2
#1 BLACK BORDER
#3 BLACK BORDER
#4 BLACK BORDER
#1 BLACK LEGS
#3 BLACK LEGS
#4 BLACK LEGS
FLUSH ORCH WALLS: 4'7" and 11'3"
WHITE RP SCREEN
WHITE BOUNCE
FULLSTAGE BLACK
CONVENTIONAL CYC
AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
UPDATED 9/21/23 - 10:36 AM
JMF
KEY TO SYMBOLS
COLORBLAZE 72
BARN DOORS
Accessories
Local Fire, Safety, Energy, and Environmental Codes.
Corporately, all engineering requirements, construction must comply with the most stringent applicable Federal and Improper engineering, construction, handling, or use. All materials and THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS VISUAL CONCEPTS AND CONSTRUCTION SUGGESTIONS ONLY.
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